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THE SEQUENCE OF PRIME COEFFICIENTS OF AN ALGEBRAIC 
POWER SERIES 

JULIAN ROSEN 

ABSTRACT. We describe a family of elements of A coming from algebraic power 
series. We prove a family of relations among these elements coming from algebraic 
change of v紅 iables.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The commutative Q-algebra A is defined by 

A:= 
ITP Z/pZ 

金Z/pz・

An element of A is a prime-indexed sequence (a贔， withap E Z/pZ, and (a贔=(b叫
if ap = bp for all but finitely many primes p (this is a special case of a more general 
construction due to Kontsevich [4], §2.2). Kaneko and Zagier introduced the finite 
multiple zeta values [3][2], which are are defined for positive integers k1, ... , kr by 

(A(k,, ... , k,.) ,~ し芦加>0的・1n;, modp), 

Here, we consider a family of elements of A coming from formal power series. For 
f(x) E Q[[叫], we say f (x) is algebraic if there exist polynomials b0 (x), ... , 似(x)E Q[x], 
not all 0, such that 

n 

(1) L bk(x)f(x)k = 0. 
k=O 

The set of all algebraic power series is a countable (Q-subalgebra of (Q[[叫],which we 
denote by (Q[[xW19. For f(x) E (Q[[x]] and nミ0,we write f(x)[ゲ]for the coefficient 
of炉 inf(x). If f(x) E (Q[[xW19, then Corollary 2.2 below implies f(x)[呼lis炉ntegral
for every sufficiently large prime p, so it makes sense to reduce f (x) [呼]modulo p. 

Definition 1.1. For f(x) E (Q[[xW19, we define 

f(x)A := (f(x)[呼] mod p¥ EA. 

It is not difficult to see that the set {f(x)A : f(x) E (Q[[xW19} C A is a countable 
(Q-subspace. However, since the Hadamard product (i.e. coefficient-wise product) of 
algebraic power series is not algebraic in general, the set of elements f(x)A is not closed 
under multiplication. 
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The main result of this short paper is gives an equality fi(x)A = h(x)A, coming 
from algebraic change of variables. 

Theorem. If f(x), g(x) E Q[[x]]alg satisfy f(O) = g(O) = 0 and g'(O) #-0, then 

(xf(g(x))g'(x)) = g'(O)f(x)A・

g(x) A 

This is proved as Theorem 3.2 below. As an application, we give a short proof of a 
congruence for binomial coefficients. 

Remark 1.2. If f(x) E Q[[x]] is the (power series expansion of) a rational function, then 
the sequence of coefficients satisfies a linear recurrence relation. Since the product 
of two such sequences again satisfies a recurrence relation, the space of elements of 
A obtained from rational functions is a subalgebra. A complete description of the 
algebraic structure of this subalgebra is given in [5]. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we collect some general results about algebraic power series. Our 
first result is that only finitely many primes divide the denominators of the terms in 
an algebraic series. 

Propos1t10n 2.1. Suppose f(x) E Q[[x]]alg_ Then there exists an integer N 2 1 such 
that f(x)[x門EZ[N-1] for all n 2 0. 

Proof. Let g(T) E Z[x][T] be an irreducible polynomial in T, with coefficients in Z[x], 
such that g(f(x)) = 0 (we can obtain g from (1) by clearing denominators). Fork EN, 
define f[k] :=区k 

n=O f[x門呼 EQ[x], the truncation of f at degree k. Since g(T) is 
irreducible, we have g'(f) #-0 (here g'is the derivative with respect to T). So for all 
sufficiently large k, we have vx(g(J[kl)) > 2vx(g'(J[kl)), where Vx is the x-adic valuation 
on Q[[x]]. 

Define a sequence fぃh,... E Q[[x]] by Ji = f[k] and 

fn+l = fn -
g(f砂
g'(f砂

E(Q)[x]. 

It follows from Hensel's Lemma that Un) is a Cauchy sequence for the x-adic topology 
on Q[x], and that f n→ fas n→ oo. Let N be a positive integer divisible by the 
denominators of all coefficients of Ji, and also divisible by the coefficient of term of 
least degree appearing in g(f1). Then we see by induction that Ji, h, ... E Z[N-1l[[x]], 
and therefore since f n→ f, we get f E Z[N-1l[[x]]. ロ

As an immediate consequence, we see that f(x)A is well-defined. 

Corollary 2.2. If f(x) E Q[[x]]alg, then f(x)[x門EZ(p) for every sufficiently large 
prime p. 

Next, we show that the composition of two algebraic series, when it is defined, is 
algebraic. The composition of algebraic series appears in one of our relations in§3. 
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Proposition 2.3. Suppose that f(x), g(x) E Q[[x]ia19. If g(O) = 0, then f(g(x)) E 
Q[[x]ialg_ 

Proof. Because f(x) is algebraic over Q(x), we know f(g(x)) is algebraic over Q(g(x)). 
Additionally, since g(x) E Q[[x]ia19, we know Q(g(x)) is an algebraic extension of Q(x). 
The result now follows from the fact that the composition of algebraic extensions is 
algebraic. ロ

Finally, we show that extracting the terms in an arithmetic progression from an 
algebraic power series yields another algebraic series. 

Propos1t10n 2.4. Supposeどn>Oanxn E Q[[x]ia19. Then for every m, r E Z, m > 0, 
the series江：：：訊mn+r炉 isin Q[[x]ia19 (by convention, we set an= 0 for n < O}. 

Proof. Write f(x) =江：：：0 anxn E Q[[x]ia19, and define fm,r(x) :=江：：：o amn+r炉.One 
sees directly that 

m-1 

fm,r(x) = Lばf(品xllm)E Q(知）((xllm)), 

J=O 

whereふ isa primitive m-th root of unity. For O ::; j ::; m -1, we see f((益xlfm)
is algebraic over Q(知，x1lm),so we conclude fm,r(x) is algebraic over Q(知，xlfm).

Fi叫 ly,Q((m, x1lm) is an algebraic extension of Q(x), and the result follows from the 
fact that the composition of algebraic extensions is algebraic. ロ

Corollary 2.5. Suppose f(x) E Q[[x]]alg, m, r E Z, m > 0. Then there exists g(x) E 
Q[[x]ia19 such that 

(f(x)[xmp+r] mod p¥ = g(x)A-

3. RELATIONS 

In this section, we prove some equalities among elements f(x)A- The following 
proposition gives two easy equalities. 

Proposition 3.1. (1) If f(x) E Q[x], then f(叫=0. 
(2) If f(x) E Q[[x]ia19, then (xf'(x))A = 0. 

Proof. For statement (1), if f(x) E Q[x], then f[呼]= 0 for all sufficiently large p. For 
statement (2), if f(x) E Q[[x]ia19, then 

(x『(x))[呼]=p・f(x)[x打三 0 mod p. 

ロ

Our next equality comes from change of variables. 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose f(x), g(x) E Q[[x]]alg satisfy f(O) = g(O) = 0 and g'(O) #-0. 
Then 

(2) (xf(g(x))!g]) A= g'(O)f(x)A, 
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Proof. As f(x) and g(x) are algebraic, we can find a smooth projective curve X defined 
over Q, a rational points x E X(Q), and a local parameter t1 E Ox,x such that f(t1), 
g(t1), and f(g(t1)) are rational functions on X. Define t2 = g(t1), which is another 
local parameter at x. We consider the 1-form 

dt2 g'(t1) dt1 
w := f(t2) - = tif(g(t1)) - E 01-_x・ 

t2 g(t1) t1 

Define sequence an, bn E Q by 

(3) an= (xf(g(x))~ 二）冒],bn = f(x)[砂］．

Then the rational 1-form w1 can be expanded as a series in ti, and as a series in t2: 

W=L叫「
dt1 
=L似t~

dt2 

n:::>1 t1 n:::>1 t2 

For all sufficiently large p, we write Wp for the reduction of w modulo p, which is 
a rational 1-form on the reduction of X modulo p. We will derive (2) by applying 
the Cartier operator Gp to Wp. It follows from [1], Lemma 1.3.6, that Gp臼） has an 
expression in local coordinates 

(4) C凸）三 Lapnt1
ndt1 
—ニ

ndt2 

n2'.1 t1 
-LbP占-modp. 

n2'.1 t2 

Now we use朽=g(ti) to express the right hand side of (4) as a power series in t1, and 
we extract the coefficient of dt1 from both sides of (4) to obtain 

aP三 g'(O)bp mod p. 

Combining this with (3) completes the proof of the theorem. 口

4. A BINOMIAL COEFFICIENT CONGRUENCE 

We use Theorem 3.2 to prove the following congruence for binomial coefficients. 

Proposition 4.1. Let m be a positive integer. Then for every sufficiently large prime 
p congruent to l modulo 2m, we have 

（こー~)〗こ）三 (-4)(p-1)/(2m) cp (~ ~ 喜:~)) modp 

Proof. Define fi(x), h(x) E Q[[xl]°19 by 

X 
fi(x) = 

../1 -4x2m' 
X 

瓜x)= 
y'l + x2m. 
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Then, for p三 1 mod 2m, we have 

fi(x)[xP] = (-4)(p-1)/(2m) (-1/2)  
(p-1)/(2m) 

= (-4) (p-1)/(2m) cp (~ ~)))(~: J mod P, 

応）［呼l= CP~ ー:[;72m)) 三 C;P__~/二:)) mod p, 

and for p羊 1 mod 2m, we have fi(x)[xP] = f ()[ P] = 0 So th 2 X X 

equivalent to the eq叫 ityJi (叫=h(x)A・

Define g(x) = h(x). Then we compute 

g'(x) 
xfi(g(x)) = x 

切 1 2x2m-1 

g(x) F二;(;―l+x"") 

1 + x2m 1 1 -x2m 
= X  

1 -x2m v'l + x2m 1 + x2m' 
X 

＝ 
v'l + x2m 

= h(x). 

e propos1t10n 1s 

Since g'(O) = 1, the equality fi(x)A = h(x)A now follows from Theorem 3.2. ロ
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